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Redding Reloading Equipment Adds
New Die Sets for 24 Nosler

Cortland, NY….. Redding Reloading Equipment introduces a series of die sets for
the new 24 Nosler Cartridge. Based on the very popular 22 Nosler this cartridge will be at
home in both Semi-Auto and bolt guns alike. Redding will produce a variety of die set to
meet the demands of the various shooting disciplines where this cartridge will find favor.
Die sets will initially be offered in Standard 2-Die, Deluxe 3-Die, Premium 2 and 3 Die
sets, Type –S Bushing Style and National Match configurations with the Competition
Seating Die.
This compliment of die sets provides the needed capability to produce high
quality loadings for a wide range of shooting and hunting disciplines and levels of
requirement. Through its entire range the Redding Reloading die and die set families
exemplify quality and precision and are produced in our100% American Made facility in
Upstate, New York. American Steel, American Machinery and American Labor are
used exclusively in all of our manufacturing and even the classic Redding Die Box made
here in the USA.
Redding continues to add cartridges to it standard product lines as consumer
demand and industry support grows. It is also important to note that Redding continues to
produce truly “Custom” die sets as well. The Engineering Group at Redding requires only
a chamber reamer drawing or 5 fired cases from the firearm in question to quote the
production of dies for virtually any caliber and firearm which can be made with a 7/8 x
14 TPI die body. Prices are quoted on an individual basis depending upon the complexity
of the chambering and any need for tooling. Those seeking dies for a truly unique or
obsolete cartridge should contact the Redding Custom Die Center in the company’s
Engineering Department. E-Mail: engineering1@redding-reloading.com>
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality,
American Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To learn more
about our ongoing commitment to the precision handloader and to request a copy of the
new 2018 Redding catalog visit: www.redding-reloading.com
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